CITY OF PORT MOODY - 2018 MUNICIPAL ELECTION CANDIDATE SURVEY RESULTS
QUESTION 1 Will you vote in favour of infrastructure investments that separate bicycles from motor vehicles and pedestrians along
key transportation corridors and certain busy commercial streets?
Sagheer Jan

Yes

Cyclist are a boon to better climate and a good thing health wise for the cyclists. Cycling to work, shopping, and
pleasure is the best thing, and should be encouraged. In Beijing China I saw cyclists had protected corridors from motor
traffic...why can't we have them here ?, because of Gas (Petrol) companies would hate to lose their insidious profits and
they don't care for Green House emmission as long as money keeps rolling in.

Hunter Madsen

Yes

Yes, our City has developed a significant plan to invest in separate bicycle lanes across key avenues of Port Moody, and I
support those initiatives.

James Robertson

Yes

Yes, Port Moody is way behind in supporting residents in having the option of safe bike infrastructure. We have a clear
deficit in active transportation choices that support business and connect people to transit hubs.
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QUESTION 2 Will you vote in favour of infrastructure investments that #UnGapTheMap in the municipal and regional cycling
network, allowing people of all ages and abilities to travel safely by bicycle?
Learn more about #UnGapTheMap at www.bikehub.ca/ungapthemap
Sagheer Jan

Yes

Hunter Madsen

Yes

James Robertson

Yes
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QUESTION 3 Do you think the budget for cycling infrastructure should increase, stay the same, or decrease and why?
Sagheer Jan

Decrease

Healthy and environmtal programes (options) must be encouraged; it's a win win option for all ages.

Hunter Madsen
COUNCIL

Stay the
same

As indicated, our community has committed to making a very substantial $3M investment to advance public transit,
walking, and cycling in Port Moody, and I support executing that ambitious plan.

James Robertson

Increase

It should increase because residents have an utter lack of choice and our main transportation corridor is uninviting
for active transportation users. What is even more surprising is the fact we have three schools along this road and to
transit stations.
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Candidate responses listed in alphabetical order within each election race, beginning with Mayor.

CITY OF PORT MOODY - 2018 MUNICIPAL ELECTION CANDIDATE SURVEY RESULTS
QUESTION 4 Do you support providing transportation cycling education to all elementary school students so that kids can learn to
be safe and responsible road users early on?
Sagheer Jan

Yes

Hunter Madsen

Yes

James Robertson

Yes
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It should become a short mandatory cuririculum during the gym session in every school....it will help student to also
learn about the many benefits of cycling.

It was provided to me when I was a kid.

Candidate responses listed in alphabetical order within each election race, beginning with Mayor.

